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Is it something new?  Is it something new?  

““Evidence suggests that [risk] interdependencies Evidence suggests that [risk] interdependencies 
between large and complex banking organizations have between large and complex banking organizations have 
increased over the last decade in the United States and increased over the last decade in the United States and 
Japan, and are beginning to do so in Europe. Areas of Japan, and are beginning to do so in Europe. Areas of 
increased interdependency .......include interbank loans, increased interdependency .......include interbank loans, 
market activities such as OTC derivatives, and payment market activities such as OTC derivatives, and payment 
and settlement systems.and settlement systems.””

Group of Ten, Report on Consolidation in the Group of Ten, Report on Consolidation in the 
Financial Sector, January 2001Financial Sector, January 2001



Complacency? Complacency? 

““Master Master PanglossPangloss taught the taught the metaphysicometaphysico--
theologotheologo--cosmolonigologycosmolonigology. He could prove to . He could prove to 
admiration that there is no effect without a admiration that there is no effect without a 
cause; and, that in this best of all possible worlds cause; and, that in this best of all possible worlds 
the Baronthe Baron’’s castle was the most magnificent of s castle was the most magnificent of 
all castles, and My Lady the best of all possible all castles, and My Lady the best of all possible 
baronesses.baronesses.””

Voltaire, Voltaire, ““CandideCandide, , ouou l'Optimismel'Optimisme””, 1759, 1759



In the best of all possible worlds....In the best of all possible worlds....

““““Notwithstanding recent record profitability, closer Notwithstanding recent record profitability, closer 
coco--movements of financial soundness indicators, both movements of financial soundness indicators, both 
among Large and Complex Banking Groups (LCBG) among Large and Complex Banking Groups (LCBG) 
and between and between LCBGsLCBGs and other financial sectors, such and other financial sectors, such 
as insurance, suggest that systemic exposure to as insurance, suggest that systemic exposure to 
common shocks may have increased over time.common shocks may have increased over time.””

De De NicolòNicolò et al. , 2004,  et al. , 2004,  ““U.S. Large Complex Banking U.S. Large Complex Banking 
Groups: Business Strategies, Risks and Surveillance Groups: Business Strategies, Risks and Surveillance 
Issues,Issues,”” IMF Country Report 04/228, JulyIMF Country Report 04/228, July



What is Systemic Risk?What is Systemic Risk?

An increase in financial 
interdependencies?
An increase in the potential for 
“contagion”?
Is there an “externality”?
Herd behavior?



There is indeed something newThere is indeed something new

Failure of a financial innovation technology Failure of a financial innovation technology 
(Gorton, 2008)(Gorton, 2008)
““The process  of pooling assets and The process  of pooling assets and tranchingtranching liabilities liabilities 
inherent to securitization filters out idiosyncratic risk inherent to securitization filters out idiosyncratic risk 
but concentrates those risks that cannot be diversified but concentrates those risks that cannot be diversified 
awayaway”” HeitfieldHeitfield (2010)(2010)
Generalized freezes in financial market liquidityGeneralized freezes in financial market liquidity
Is there also a Is there also a ““real activityreal activity”” puzzle?puzzle?
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The first global great recession: Systemic Real Risk? The first global great recession: Systemic Real Risk? 

Real and Potential GDP Growth Real and Potential GDP Growth 
((percent change from a year earlier)percent change from a year earlier)
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Another look....Another look....

Merchandise ExportsMerchandise Exports
(3m ma over 3m ma annualized)(3m ma over 3m ma annualized)
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The Government: Insurer of Last Resort?The Government: Insurer of Last Resort?



Work in progress....Work in progress....
De NicoloDe Nicolo’’ and Lucchetta (2010)and Lucchetta (2010)

The two-way relationship between 
financial shocks and real shocks has 
been usually left un-modeled
Detecting real-financial linkages may 
make it feasible to design risk 
monitoring tools implementable in real 
time



What What areare Systemic Risks?Systemic Risks?

Adapted from De Nicolò and Kwast (2002):

Systemic financial risk is the risk that a shock  will 
trigger a loss of economic value or confidence in, and 
attendant increases in uncertainty about, a substantial 
portion of the financial system 

Systemic real risk is the risk that a shock will trigger 
a significant decline in real activity



Two rationales.....Two rationales.....

Distinction of systemic Distinction of systemic financial financial risk from risk from 
systemicsystemic real real risk: assess the extent to which a risk: assess the extent to which a 
realization of a financial shock is just realization of a financial shock is just 
amplifying amplifying a shock in the real sector, or a shock in the real sector, or 
originatesoriginates in the financial system.  in the financial system.  
Financial events that carry significant adverse Financial events that carry significant adverse 
real effects may affect welfare and are  the real effects may affect welfare and are  the 
ultimate concern of public policy. ultimate concern of public policy. 



Where are these risks?Where are these risks?

Where do real and/or 
financial shocks originate?

Where are they transmitted?



Figure A
Financial exposures (stocks and flows) between sectors
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Systemic Risks as Tail Risks Systemic Risks as Tail Risks 

Systemic Real RiskSystemic Real Risk (GDP(GDP--atat--Risk, GDPaR)Risk, GDPaR): : 
worst predicted realization of quarterly growth worst predicted realization of quarterly growth 
in real GDP at 5 percent probabilityin real GDP at 5 percent probability
Financial System-at-Risk (FSaR): worst 
predicted realization of a system-wide financial 
risk indicator (FS) at 5 percent probability
FS: market-adjusted  return of a large 
portfolios of financial firms



Results for GResults for G--7 countries: 7 countries: 
Forecasting Forecasting 

Preliminary evidence of out-of sample 
forecasting power for tail risk realizations 
of real activity for several countries

The model can be useful as a risk monitoring 
tool 



Results for GResults for G--7 countries: 7 countries: 
Identification Identification 

In all countries aggregate demand shocks are 
the main drivers of the real cycle,  and bank 
credit demand shocks are the main drivers 
of the bank lending cycle

Shocks to the real economy appear the main 
drivers of both real and financial risks 
(consistent with Berrospide and Edge, 2010)
Then, what about the “real puzzle?



A Systemic Real Risk realization A Systemic Real Risk realization 
as a as a ““realreal”” negative bubble? negative bubble? 

In a realIn a real--businessbusiness--cycle economy, the dispersion cycle economy, the dispersion 
of information can contribute to significant of information can contribute to significant 
noise in the business cycle.... Angeletos and noise in the business cycle.... Angeletos and 
LaLa’’O (2009)O (2009)
What happens if everybody expects a great What happens if everybody expects a great 
depression?depression?
Does the prophecy become selfDoes the prophecy become self--fulfilling?fulfilling?



What to do about it? What to do about it? 

Tightening regulation is the clear trend
The focus inevitably remains on the individual 
bank/institution rather than on the “system”
Is a regulatory tightening enough? 
Is tightening desirable?

Conjecture: under market incompleteness and/or 
in the face of expectations-induced (herd) 
behavior, even under the best ex-ante incentive 
systems, certain events are not “insurable”



More attention to the design of More attention to the design of 
incentiveincentive--compatible compatible ““collectivecollective””

insurance mechanisms?insurance mechanisms?

Central Banks as “market makers” of 
last resort?
The State as the ultimate “catastrophe 
insurer”?


